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13  Convergence Theatre:  
Necessary Producers

a d ialogue between jul ie  tepperman  
and aaron will is

The two of us met while attending George Brown Theatre School’s 
three-year acting conservatory in Toronto and were married in 2004. We 
co-founded and are still co-artistic directors of Convergence Theatre, 
a Toronto-based, artist-driven, indie theatre company. Since forming in 
2006, Convergence has created and produced three original plays – Au-
toShow, The Gladstone Variations, and YICHUD (Seclusion) – as well as co-
produced the Canadian premiere of Sarah Ruhl’s Passion Play.

With each new project, Convergence explores innovative ways to push 
the boundaries of intimacy between audience and performer in an ef-
fort to create unique, surprising, immersive audience experiences. Our 
productions to date have had large ensembles (between 25 and 40 peo-
ple) and have taken place in site-specific locations (The Gladstone Varia-
tions had the audience following characters through Toronto’s historic 
Gladstone Hotel), in non-traditional venues (AutoShow comprised seven 
10-minute plays which took place in cars, and Passion Play was a four-
and-a-half-hour epic which took place in Toronto’s Withrow Park and 
Eastminster United Church), and in traditional theatre spaces that are 
completely reimagined (YICHUD (Seclusion) transformed Theatre Passe 
Muraille into a synagogue).

Convergence exists on a project-by-project basis, receives no operat-
ing funding, and we are its only staff. Having to do everything neces-
sary to get the work up onstage makes us “necessary producers” of our 
own work, and we continue to face substantial obstacles. When we were 
asked to address the question of “Why theatre now?” it seemed natural 
to explore our challenges in the form of a dramatic dialogue between 
us – a Platonic dialogue in which we work towards asking this question 
of one another. At the time we crafted it, Passion Play – a massive produc-
tion with a 40-person ensemble and a budget of $150,000, our largest 
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yet – had just closed after two years of work, and we were immersed 
in post-production tasks. We were exhausted and burnt out from seven 
years of non-stop creating and producing, and wondering where to go 
from there.

Julie: I don’t think I want to create theatre anymore.
Aaron: Please elaborate.
J: Not like this. I lie awake in bed trying to answer that awful question 
“What’s next?” and I’m remembering all the hours and hours of unpaid 
work we’ve put in over the last seven years. You and I, no staff, working 
out of our one-bedroom apartment –
A: Sometimes in the bedroom!
J: – always juggling a gazillion other theatre gigs at the same time.
A: Sometimes I feel like I have three full-time jobs. If only there were 
more hours in the day …
J: No! We can’t go on like this. We will suffer, the work will suffer.
A: So what’s the solution? Quit?
J: I don’t know … I just … how did we get here? How did this happen?!?
A: Do you seriously want me to answer that at 3 a.m.?
J: Yes!
A: Okay, well … we started Convergence Theatre because we wanted to 
be more than just actors.
J: We wanted to create acting opportunities for ourselves, but in addition 
to that you wanted to start directing and I wanted to start writing.
A: We wanted to choose what we work on, with whom, and how. Take 
some control over our careers.
J: But we have zero control! Seven years later, what’ve we got? Nothing but 
fond memories!
A: I wouldn’t say nothing … Some of the most profound and enriching 
relationships, both professionally and personally, have come about as a 
result of our starting Convergence.
J: Okay, I would agree with that.
A: All four shows have been artistically successful – two have been re-
mounted, one toured –
J: I don’t need our bio!
A: My point is, we’re doing well! We’ve opened a lot of doors for our-
selves in the theatre community, which has led to other professional op-
portunities for each of us, we’ve created work for over 150 people, and 
we’ve become known as really efficient, excellent producers.
J: But we never wanted to be producers! We became producers because 
nobody else was going to create these opportunities or mount these 
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shows for us. We’re producers by default, we’re producers by necessity.
A: “Necessary Producers”?
J: Yes! And it’s killing the artist in me.
A: Let’s back up … Convergence Theatre aside, tell me why, way back 
when, you decided to become a theatre artist in the first place.
J: I saw the movie Annie when I was five.
A: That’s why you wanted to be an actor. But seriously – why make the-
atre?
J: Well … theatre asks us to engage more fully with our society. It chal-
lenges us to look within ourselves, to examine the choices we make and 
how we treat each other. At the end of the day, people ultimately crave 
communal experiences. Which is what theatre is: a live, communal ex-
perience.
A: Exactly! Theatre isn’t like other art forms – you need other people 
to create it and to witness it in a communal setting – friends and strang-
ers, converging under the same roof and partaking in a ritual. It’s about 
shared space. For a few hours we all agree to enter into another world 
together. Our experiences while in that world will differ depending on 
our own experiences and world views, but we do it communally, in real 
time, laughing collectively, crying collectively, sharing moments of rec-
ognition.
J: I think people need theatre now more than ever. We’re in the middle of 
a technological revolution that’s having a major sociological impact. On 
one hand we’ve never been more connected; on the other hand we’ve 
never been more isolated. Theatre demands that we break down those 
barriers of isolation; it asks us to come out from behind our screens.
A: You’re not talking like someone who wants to throw in the towel.
J: You’re missing the point – it’s the harsh realities of creating theatre that’s 
killing us, not our beliefs! This kind of life isn’t sustainable. Look at it this 
way: a big show like Passion Play took roughly two years from start to fin-
ish to produce. Say I put in an average of 30 hours of producing work per 
week (recognizing that I’m also working many other theatre jobs at the 
same time). That’s 3,120 hours of unpaid work over two years! I was also 
an actor in the show, so part of what I’m doing as a producer is fundrais-
ing my own salary so I can be paid as an actor for roughly 8 weeks of work.
A: A smart business person would ask, “Why not also fundraise your sal-
ary as a producer?”
J: Sure, that’s always the hope, that there’ll be something left for the pro-
ducer in the end, but we all know that the producer’s budget line is the 
first to go when other budget lines increase.
A: You were saying …
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J: So, 2 years = 104 weeks, 8 of which are paid acting work, which leaves 
96 weeks of unpaid producing work. Those 96 weeks are sucking the 
desire to create theatre right out of me.
A: So that’s it then? You quit?
J: That’s harsh.
A: But you’re maxed out?
J: Aren’t you?
A: Sure, it’s demoralizing. We (and so many artist-producers like us) put 
way more time and energy into making the work happen than actually 
making the work.
J: The administration vs. creation balance is waaaay off.
A: It’s no wonder we’re burnt out. There’s no infrastructure to sustain us 
or support our growth. When you think that Passion Play cost $150,000 to 
put up, and we not only successfully raised that money with our partners, 
but created an impactful piece of theatre … well, you’d think we’d be 
able to build on that somehow.
J: It’s a horizontal ladder.
A: If we worked in a law firm we’d have made partner by now!
J: And after all this work, there’s nothing left in Convergence Theatre’s 
bank account to move forward with …
A: Just you and me up in the middle of the night wondering what to do 
next.
J: By the way, I hate that – when people come up to me after a show and 
ask, “What are you up to next?” The dead body of the last play is still warm!
A: It makes the work seem totally disposable.
J: It’s indicative of our theatre community’s misplaced emphasis on 
quantity. Of course everyone is striving for quality, but there’s this feeling 
that we’ve all gotta keep pumping out work in order to stay in the game.
A: Why?! So we can work two more years to bring yet another project to 
life only to have it disappear forever after what, a single three- or four-
week run? Even if a production is successful and it sells out, at the end 
of the run we have no way of extending the show or making it live again.
J: We just don’t have the infrastructure or the funding to support longev-
ity. The future feels bleak.
A: You’re right – it’s totally crazy to be doing this. Why does anyone do it? 
If you and I were able to make a living by being hired to act, direct, write, 
and teach, would we ever self-produce again?
J: I dunno … I admit I get high on being in a position of control.
A: The original impulse was to be in a position to choose, remember? 
To have some control over how our careers unfold – more specifically to 
have control over how our projects unfold.
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J: Gone are the days of waiting for the phone to ring with the offer of a 
gig. It’s about being our own bosses.
A: But it’s more than just about control, it’s about being an artistic lead-
er, a connector. Isn’t that what all indie artists want, to some degree? To 
create, to initiate, to take risks?
J: Yes. To choose what we work on, how, and with whom is central. Also, 
as artistic leaders we’re in a position to consider who the work is for and 
what the larger impact could be.
A: That’s a whole conversation in itself – getting people to attend. How often 
do you go see an indie show and recognize more than half the audience?
J: Almost always. We’re so used to putting on costumes and performing 
for our friends.
A: Even the granting bodies recognize the trend of low attendance and 
recommend budgeting for an overall average audience of 30 per cent … 
that’s just sad.
J: The theatre community is constantly complaining that there’s “an au-
dience problem” and that it’s so hard to get “bums in seats” –
A: I hate that – it reduces people to a body part.
J: We’re the problem, not the audience! On the whole, theatres still 
haven’t found effective ways other than traditional marketing strategies 
to get people excited about attending live theatre. Especially young peo-
ple.
A: If you build it they will come? No! One expensive ad in a newspaper 
does not an audience make!
J: Why do you think we’ve had a good track record of getting people out 
to see our shows?
A: In part because we don’t have a season, which means we’re not trying 
to sell five shows a year. But a big reason is that our productions tend 
to challenge people’s perceptions and expectations of how and where 
theatre can take place.
J: The uniqueness of the location is a big reason why our attendance has 
been consistently high, I think.
A: It’s never a gimmick. The location always serves the play or, in the case 
of The Gladstone Variations, is integral to the play, but it’s become clear 
that people crave a unique live experience.
J: One of the most exciting “aha” moments for me was sitting in the 
car during AutoShow and watching people’s faces as they approached. I 
thought, “We’re on to something here.”
A: Which continued right on through to Passion Play – watching 100 
people follow Queen Elizabeth across Danforth Avenue [Figure 13.1].



13.1 Maev Beaty as Queen Elizabeth in Passion Play by Sarah Ruhl  
( June 2013, Toronto). Photo by Keith Barker.
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J: Or during the pre-show for YICHUD – people danced the hora and 
improvised with the bride and groom – it’s amazing to connect with audi-
ences on that level.
A: Yes – exploring different ways to push the boundaries of intimacy be-
tween performer and audience has always been a touchstone for us. We 
want our audience to feel that they’re an integral part of their theatre-
going experience; we invite them to be engaged participants, as opposed 
to simply passive observers.
J: Another reason why we’ve been successful at both getting people out 
to our shows and fundraising large amounts of money is because you 
and I make serious efforts to stay engaged with people. And this is by far 
one of the most stressful administrative burdens we’ve taken on, because 
maintaining relationships takes a lot of time and energy.
A: The Stratford Festival has whole departments devoted to donor rela-
tions – “Gifts Managers” – as well as people whose full-time jobs it is to 
work on audience development, group sales, and so on. At Convergence 
it’s just you and me. Granted, we’re smaller, but size is relative – what we 
do is still a lot for two people to manage.
J: If I’ve learned anything from self-producing it’s that people give to 
us because it’s us. They like us. They’ve built a relationship with us, be 
it socially or through doing community theatre with us or through our 
teaching work. They become invested in seeing us and our work suc-
ceed. Sometimes the particular project is even secondary to the fact that 
they’re wanting to support you and I. Because we put in time with them.
A: And putting in time … well … takes time! It’s good to be talking about 
the audience before anyone else – they’re our customers, right? In one 
respect, they’re the people we should be thinking about the most, and 
putting the most energy into staying connected to. If they don’t keep 
showing up, spreading the word, the whole endeavour is pointless.
J: These “relationship values” also extends to our relationships with the 
artists we engage.
A: What did Mike Nichols say is the key to casting?
J: No assholes!
A: So true! And as producers it’s important to show the professional art-
ists we engage that we value them, and one way of doing that is making 
sure we always pay them, no matter how small an amount. Asking people 
to work for free means asking them to subsidize our dream with their 
time and energy, to care as much about our baby as we do, and that de-
values them and their work.
J: And this is why our budgets are often so high – with such large en-
sembles, 70 per cent or so of the expenses goes to paying people. That’s 
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another reason why I think we’ve been successful with grants and fun-
draising. We’re not sinking money into lavish sets, we’re paying people.
A: Yeah, just not ourselves! … I want to get back to something you said 
earlier … you used the word “burden” – is maintaining relationships, 
specifically with donors, really a burden to you?
J: Not necessarily the actual face time with people. Most of the donor 
relationships we have feel mutually enjoyable. But it’s so hard to create 
work-life boundaries.
A: When a donor calls an artistic director they call her office number; 
when they call us they call our cell phone. Maybe we should pay for an 
office line …
J: Out of our own pockets?!
A: So what makes it a “burden”?
J: When you have 200 donors, that’s 200 thank-you notes, all with per-
sonal touches so it doesn’t feel generic. It means making sure people 
get their incentives depending on their donor level, it means following 
up, checking in, taking care … all of that is very time-consuming. The 
amount of time I spend on email alone makes me want to cut off my 
fingers!
A: You take expressing gratitude very seriously.
J: But we have to! How many times have we donated to a show and had 
no acknowledgment of the gift and no follow-up about the incentive? It’s 
embarrassing!
A: This has actually been a big issue for us when we’ve partnered with 
larger institutions. We bring the donors to the project and then their 
staff spell their names wrong in the program! In the end it makes us look 
bad.
J: And how can we ever go back to those people and make future asks 
when we’ve abused their trust? I’ve become totally control-freaky about 
it because it reflects so poorly on our values. I mean, fundraising isn’t 
about taking the money and running … it’s all about gratitude and rela-
tionship building, inviting people who give to recognize that they’re an 
integral part of the picture. And that just takes time and constant care, 
there’s no away around it.
A: Reminds me of that “Tent Talk” you moderated for the Fringe a few 
summers ago – that panel of “non-theatregoers.”
J: Oh yeah … that guy who I met randomly at a concert at SummerWorks 
who wasn’t even aware that he was at a theatre festival! He insisted he 
disliked going to the theatre, and I managed to convince him to see a 
show that I thought he’d like based on his favourite movies. I gave him 
two comps, and he came and really loved it. After that I put him on our  
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e-list, and I wondered if he’d see our show the next summer but he 
didn’t. On the panel, I asked him why he didn’t come, wasn’t he reading 
our emails? He said, “Anything with the word ‘theatre’ in it I just delete 
or it goes into my spam.”
A: Amazing!
J: And I was like, “But you know who I am!” And he said, “I know who you 
are, not the name of your theatre company.” Even when I emailed him to 
sit on that panel it took three times before he responded, and it was the 
email that had his name in the subject line that finally got his attention.
A: It just proves that the personal connection wins out every time.
J: But we have 3,000+ people on our e-list! How do we keep in touch with 
3,000 people and pursue funding and keep up relations with donors and 
get people to come and make the work???
A: It’s exhausting.
J: The problem is there’s no money for us to pay someone to do all the 
admin work we need support doing. Because we operate on a project-by-
project basis, we can’t access operating funding via grants.
A: Such is the way for artist-driven, non-incorporated, non-charitable 
theatre companies like us.
J: Theatre. Company. That still doesn’t quite feel like it adequately re-
flects who we are and what we do.
A: “Where’s your theatre?” Love that question! The idea of not having a 
venue puzzles some people, even though most theatre companies across 
the country are non-venued.
J: Are you saying you want a venue?!
A: No! Just agreeing that the term “theatre company” has an old-school 
ring to it.
J: Epiphany: If I had a T-shirt store and the T-shirts never turned a profit 
and even started costing me money to make, I’d shut down the store, 
right?!
A: Right.
J: Because businesses are meant to make money, not lose money.
A: Right. And the overall idea behind a not-for-profit is that we’re only 
ever meant to break even. Money comes in for a show and it gets put 
directly into that show. We start at zero and finish at zero, with nothing 
much left in the bank for the next project, not to mention our overhead 
costs.
J: We’ve been putting all of our energy and resources into the product –  
the shows – and very few resources into the business – our company. 
It’s as if we’ve been making T-shirts for $100 but can only sell them for 
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$25 and have to raise the other $75 ourselves. That’s the worst business 
model ever!
A: I just read in a Soulpepper show program that “less than half the cost 
of the season is covered by ticket sales with much of our mandate be-
ing non-revenue generating.” They, like most theatre companies, rely 
on “philanthropic support,” which makes up 40 per cent of their annual 
operating revenue.
J: That’s how the arts generally work – in theatre, the expenses are almost 
always going to be greater than the box office revenue, and so we have to 
fundraise the rest ourselves.
A: Maybe we should seriously consider changing the scale of the work we 
do. Maybe massive-budget shows with huge ensembles aren’t the smart-
est business model?
J: But whether the projects are small or large, the problems we face are 
still the same.
A: If I had a great idea for a one- or two-person show, you’d be against 
that?
J: That’s not the point. I won’t be forced to only do small shows because 
they make more economic sense. We should all be doing the shows we 
need to do, period.
A: And our dreaming shouldn’t be dictated by the flaws in the system. 
We should be dreaming big, all of us! And figuring out ways to make big 
dreams work, instead of settling.
J: There must be a way to build on all we’ve accomplished these past 
seven years … try to flip the horizontal ladder into a vertical position.
A: Well, if operating funding would allow us to create some infrastruc-
ture and sustainability, why not bite the bullet and put together a board 
of directors so we can incorporate and be eligible for operating grants? 
Then we’d finally be able to hire someone to do all the admin work that 
bogs us down. Of course, there’d still be a ton of oversight, but we could 
hire an actual producer, not a necessary one.
J: But just because we’re eligible for that kind of funding doesn’t mean 
we’re guaranteed it. The number of arts organizations has increased ex-
ponentially in the last 5–10 years, while the funding pool has substan-
tially decreased. There’s a lot of competition out there for operating 
funding …
A: True, but once we’re incorporated, we can apply for charitable status. 
We already operate like a not-for-profit, so why not take it a step further 
so we can provide our donors with tax receipts and increase our funding 
potential?
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J: Do I need to remind you why “going charitable” is such a terrible idea 
for us?
A: Okay … let’s re-cap: Our first two productions, AutoShow and The 
Gladstone Variations, started at the Toronto Fringe Festival and were 
fairly cost-effective and low-risk from a financial point of view. When we 
remounted Gladstone the budget was 20 times larger because we were 
no longer producing within a festival. It took us one year to raise those 
funds, and we were limited as to who we could ask for donations because 
we couldn’t provide tax receipts. However, with YICHUD and Passion 
Play we created legitimate partnerships with theatres who are registered 
charities and who could provide our donors with tax receipts. This en-
abled us to make asks to foundations and increased the amounts that 
individual donors gave because of the tax receipt incentive. That said, 
for our next production –
J: If there is a next production –
A: – unless we create another legitimate partnership with a theatre who 
has charitable status, we have no way of accessing funds from the foun-
dations with whom we’ve built relationships, and our individual gifts will 
likely decrease because we can no longer provide tax receipts. And so I 
ask you again, what’s wrong with considering incorporation, charitable 
status, and establishing a board?
J: You mean a board that can hire and fire us?
A: That situation is a bit extreme …
J: Talk about management! We’ve acknowledged that the administration 
vs. art balance is already off. Why add another gigantic burden to our 
plate just so we can provide tax receipts? Time and time again we’ve seen 
small theatres get crushed under the administrative weight of becoming 
a charity because they felt it was the only way to grow but they couldn’t 
actually sustain it.
A: I wish we had in Canada what they have in the United States – their tax 
laws allow for something called “fiscal sponsorships,” where any nonprof-
it can sponsor an organization or individual artist who is then permitted 
to use the nonprofit’s charitable number for the duration of the project. 
Canadian tax laws are much more rigid and don’t allow one charitable 
entity to “umbrella” a non-charitable entity unless it’s a legitimate part-
nership, such as a co-production.
J: You should read Jane Marsland’s paper that she wrote as a research 
fellow at the Metcalf Foundation: “Shared Platforms and Charitable Ven-
ture Organizations: A Powerful Possibility for a More Resilient Arts Sec-
tor.”1 Jane, an avid arts advocate, champions the creation of a Canadian 
version of what you’re talking about. That’s the future …
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A: In the States, and also in Europe, they have a much better track record 
for philanthropy and their tax laws reflect that.
J: Becoming a charity is totally antithetical to the mindset we need to 
create art. The whole concept behind not-for-profits is that they require 
oversight, which is why the rules for non-profits in Canada are way more 
stringent than they are for any for-profit small business.
A: And that level of oversight discourages risk, and risk is essential in art 
making.
J: I maintain that theatre is a business, not a charity! A theatre is not Run 
for the Cure or the United Way. When I think of those charities and then 
I think of theatres as charities … that makes no sense to me.
A: So if the current model no longer reflects the ways in which we and 
so many artists like us are working, it’s incumbent upon us not to change 
the art making but to change the models.
J: Exactly! Don’t conform and “go charitable” just because it’s the only 
model available to us right now …
A: Society has this messed-up idea that art and commerce don’t mix. But 
they absolutely do and ought to mix more often.
J: Artists often make excellent business managers.
A: Some of the most successful theatres are successful because they’ve 
placed artists at the centre of their organizations. Sure, not every artist 
has those skills or wants to be filling those roles, but we should remem-
ber that producing is a creative endeavour … I don’t think it’s generally 
recognized that way.
J: And this is exactly why artist-driven companies are currently the pri-
mary incubators of new work in English Canada.
A: Artists know how to live and work on a shoestring budget. Artists know 
how to squeeze everything they can out of a dollar. Artists understand 
the value of in-kind donations, exchanges, and sharing of resources. Art-
ists adhere to deadlines, they get “bottom lines” – there’s no bottom line 
more unforgiving than “the audience is coming on this date and the 
show must go up no matter what.”
J: Artists know how to collaborate, problem-solve, be flexible, adapt, im-
provise, and can be experts at conflict resolution.
A: And yet there continues to be this “us and them” mentality …
J: Remember those statistics that were going around after the Harper 
government slashed some important arts funding for touring programs 
in 2008?
A: Yes! According to the Conference Board of Canada, in 2007, 1.1 mil-
lion people across the country were employed in the arts and culture 
sector, which contributed $84.6 billion to the GDP. That’s comparable 
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to jobs in agriculture, forestry, fishing, mining, oil, and gas combined.2

J: I get it, I get it, the arts have value, the arts make money, the arts can 
and should be a central part of a society’s economic well-being … you’re 
preaching to the choir.
A: Which brings us back to theatre as a business.
J: Right, we’re a small business and our product is theatre. We have three 
revenue streams when we’re doing a show: box office, project grants, 
and fundraising. But what about the revenue streams when we’re not in 
production mode? When we have no play to sell, therefore no box office.
A: And not being incorporated, we’re ineligible for operating grants.
J: What if we fundraised for our operating in a grass-roots way like we do 
for our shows?
A: You mean “crowdsourcing”?
J: Yeah, but for our operating funding: “Give us the $25 you spend on 
lattes a month, and help us pay our Convergence Theatre bank fees for 
three months.” We could approach our larger donors as well. Imagine 
someone funding a part-time producer for six months.
A: What’s the incentive?
J: They contribute to our ability to plan our next steps, thereby becom-
ing our “Operating Angels” and thus contributing to the health of our 
company and the birth of our next show.
A: Still, the larger donors will need a tax receipt …
J: What about focusing on education and outreach? Bringing theatre 
workshops into schools and communities.
A: These are good ideas, but the challenge remains that you and I will 
still spend most of our time administering these programs. We need to 
be able to pay someone to administer them.
J: Or we need someone who is willing to come on board for little to no 
money and raise their own salary via the administration of these fund-
raising initiatives.
A: Hmmm … or what about creating the $100 T-shirt?
J: Huh?
A: Look to the product itself. What if our next large-scale show is created 
with a for-profit commercial mindset? It’s still high-quality theatre, but 
we create a product that people will pay for.
J: Why would people pay big bucks for “high-quality theatre” when they 
can go to the movies for $13 or just stay home and stream really good TV 
practically for free?
A: Why. That is the million-dollar question. What do people want and 
what will people pay for?
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J: Can we create a product, a show, that can sustain itself over time? A 
show that could run indefinitely? A show that can reach beyond a typical 
theatre-going audience? What would attract the non-theatregoers? What 
will get them in the door and get them and their friends coming back 
for more?
A: There’s a serious paradox at work here, though. We used to think that 
if we stayed as a small, project-to-project operation, we could just focus 
on the art making. We could go dormant between projects, each of us 
working our usual freelance jobs, and the Convergence producing ma-
chine would come to life again when we had an exciting idea.
J: That didn’t happen though, mainly because we never really went dor-
mant. We’ve just been working non-stop and careening towards burnout.
A: Yes – so the paradox: if we stay small, and keep going project to proj-
ect, the energy and time required to get each project up is unsustainable. 
On the other hand, if we attempt to grow, think more long-term, and 
think “for-profit,” we just increase the stress and workload and end up 
burning out anyhow.
J: Right. We can’t be full-time creators and full-time administrators. Basi-
cally we need to find a way to fund and grow our small-scale business, by 
creating a model that serves and enhances the things we’re already do-
ing really well, as opposed to conforming to a system that would hamper 
us and eventually kill us.
A: We need to determine what kind of structures we need to invent in 
order to help artists like us grow and thrive both artistically and eco-
nomically.
J: A model that allows us to be financially prudent while still allowing us 
to take artistic risks and explore new artistic territory.
A: We need to create the kind of organization that can live healthily 
somewhere between those two extremes and still authentically reflect 
our artistic visions and values.
J: And also a better working culture in the arts – it’s not just about mak-
ing the art, it’s about how we make the art. Again, it comes down to build-
ing and maintaining healthy relationships with the groups of people who 
make our work possible, namely, our audience (which includes donors, 
sponsors, and potential donors and sponsors), our artistic partners, and 
our producing partners.
A: I’ll add to that the importance of mentorship. Sure, we’re all poor, 
but larger theatre companies can do a much better job of sharing their 
knowledge and resources beyond just, “Feel free to use our photocopi-
er after hours”! Exchanges between large- and small-scale theatres and  
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between senior, emerging, and mid-career artists is the only way to create 
a healthier arts ecology.
J: There’s a quote I love that Nightwood Theatre once used in one of 
their brochures. It’s by an American director named Anna Shapiro. She 
says, “I’m pretty sure the only way you get to have a life in the theatre is if 
somewhere in your life you come upon a group of people who, although 
they don’t need you, make room for you.”3

A: Yes! And we’ve been very fortunate – a lot of people have made room 
for us. But even more so, we’ve created our own spaces.
J: And maybe that’s the key to our survival, to our sustainability and our 
future growth: we must make room for other people. We can no longer 
be just a two-person operation. We must expand and continue to put art-
ists at the centre of Convergence Theatre, under our artistic leadership.
A: Which means sharing and expanding our core artistic and working 
values.
J: And making sure that we, as a smaller theatre company, don’t end up 
replicating the problems of larger theatres.
A: Which inevitably comes down to our not conforming to current mod-
els that we know won’t work for us –
J: But choosing and creating new structures that allow us to work flexibly 
and grow at our own pace.
A: You sound a lot more optimistic than when we started talking.
J: Don’t worry, I’m not! I’m just not sure we can give up without really 
investigating all the questions we’ve raised. Where will the money come 
from? Can we do better than just survive? I don’t know. Will we ever be 
able to grow in a way that reflects our working ecology?
A: Do you remember the transcript of the speech by Sean Holmes, the 
artistic director of the Lyric Hammersmith Theatre in the UK?
J: Yeah, it was about the launch of their “Secret Theatre” season.
A: Something he said stuck with me: “maybe the existing structures of 
theatre in this country, whilst not corrupt, are corrupting … Structures 
forced by economic realities of course, but also by an unconscious ac-
ceptance of those structures.”4

J: We have collectively become disillusioned with the traditions in which 
we are working. And so it’s our prerogative, our duty, to imagine differ-
ent structures for making theatre in the face of our own field’s failure to 
provide career paths and growth for us and future generations of artists.
A: We have to empower ourselves and each other as spaceholders, as cre-
ators of an artistic context. Which brings us back to impact: because we ex-
isted, something changed. That’s really what it comes down to – relationships  
and impact.
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J: You’re reminding me of the Jewish concept of tikkun olam – repairing 
the world.
A: What about it?
J: I really do believe that theatre is an integral part of repairing the world. 
Theatre is essentially my religion, the lens through which I see the world. 
When we were doing YICHUD, I realized that the same things that draw 
me to theatre draw me to Judaism: culture and community.
A: To be an active member of a larger community – I think that’s a uni-
versal human desire.
J: If we can excite people about a live shared communal experience at 
the theatre, surprise people with what theatre is capable of, then we may 
just be able to create theatre-lovers for life, one theatregoer at a time.
A: We accept that the world is not in great shape. It’s broken and 
needs more fixing than we can conceive of. The sheer amount of 
problems in the world, and the myriad of forces working against us as 
artists, as people, as citizens, makes us all feel powerless and hopeless 
at times.
J: Powerlessness and hopelessness – those too are communal experiences.
A: Maybe it’s a little over-the-top idealistic, but why would we work our-
selves to the edge of burnout for little to no money if we didn’t truly 
believe that we are somehow contributing to building a better society? 
Theatre should reflect back to us what humans are capable of, help us 
ask ourselves how we ought to live.
J: Now more than ever, theatre can and must be a bulwark against de-
spair.
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